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Abstract: 

Algebraic fault analysis (AFA) is the combination of algebraic cryptanalysis with fault attacks, which is used to represent the serious 

threat to the security of lightweight block cipher. In AFA, cipher operation like encryption, decryption etc. is  converted into the 

polynomial equation. AFA contains three levels: 1) cipher describer; 2) equation builder; 3) machine solver. In cipher describer, 

design the block cipher. In equation builder, build the equation set for cipher operation by using AFA algorithm. In machine solver, 

solve the equation by using sat solver. AFA is performed in ultra-lightweight block cipher called LBlock. Three scenarios are 

exploited, which include in jecting a fault to encryption, to key scheduling, or modifying the round number or key. AFA is u sed to 

generate the equation set for all operation in LBlock. The output of the AFA algorithm is given to the s at solver. Cryptominisat solver 

is used to solve the equation and automatically detect and remove the faults into cipher system.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Data security gets more demanding in resource constraint 

environment. Lightweight block cipher is used to provide an 

efficient and power saving solution. Frequently used lightweight 

block ciphers include PRESENT, p iccolo, LED and LBlock. 

These ciphers can be implemented with less than 3000 gates.. 

From a theoretical point of v iew, these ciphers are deemed 

secured if the number of rounds is sufficiently high. Fault attack 

can retrieve secret informat ion by actively in jecting faults into 

cryptosystem. In existing system, Differential fault analysis 

(DFA) is used to find the faults.DFA is the combination of fault 

attack with differential cryptanalysis. DFA has been used to 

break various block ciphers. DFA on b lock cipher is mostly 

conducted through manual analysis. When facing fault in jection 

in deep round, the fault  propagation paths will overlap. The 

complexity of the analysis among overlapping paths increases 

exponentially, which is very difficult for the further manual 

analysis. This also happens when the number of flipped bits is 

large. A large size is easy for the inject ions, but it increases the 

difficulty of the analysis. To overcome the d ifficu lty of DFA, 

recent work shows that algebraic cryptanalysis can be combined 

with fau lt analysis. A machine solver can be used to 

automatically detect and remove the fault. This method is known 

as Algebraic Fault Analysis (AFA). Considering their design 

principles, cryptographic devices with lightweight block ciphers 

are more vulnerable to fault attacks. Moreover, it is less 

complicated to solve the algebraic equations for lightweight 

cipher due to their relatively  simple  structure, making fau lt 

exploitations much easier.  

 

II. PROPOS ED AFA FRAMEWORK 

 

In order to overcome the disadvantage of DFA, AFA is 

proposed, which considers three levels: cipher describer, 

equation builder, machine solver.  

A. CIPHER DES CRIBER  

This level covers two aspects: design and implementation. The 

cipher design which utilizes some ideal functions to solve 

cryptographic problems. For example, LBlock is a cipher. The 

cryptographic implementation includes  code and device. The 

cryptographic device refers to the hardware platform to 

implement the encryption/decryption functions of the cipher. For 

example, a  smart card running the LBlock algorithm can be 

target device. The cryptographic code comprehends the 

engineering effo rt of converting the theoretical cipher into 

practical programming code running in the device.  

 

B. EQUATION BUILDER  

After designing the cipher, building the equation for operation 

involved in cipher system. Equation builder specifies how to 

construct the equation set for the cipher. .Equation builders, 

which automatically t ransfer operations from cipher describers 

into algebraic equations. Algebraic Fau lt Analysis (AFA) 

algorithm is used to build the equation set for operation in cipher 

system. 

 

C. MACHINE SOLVER 

The machine solver takes the equation as the input and solves 

those using mathematical automata. The output of the AFA 

algorithm is fed into the sat solver. Cryptominisat solver is used 

to solve the equation of cipher system. It can detect and remove 

the fault in system automatically.  
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FIGURE.1.PROPOS ED FRAMEWORK FOR AFA 

 

LBlock is an ultra-lightweight block cipher. It consist 32 

rounds Feistal structure with a block size of 64 bits and key 

size o f 80 b its. The design of LBlock well balancesthe tradeoff 

between security and performance. In LBLock, only 1320 gate 

equivalents and 3955 clock cycles required for hardware and 

software implementation. In this section, first provided the 

design of LBlock and list related representation. Then the 

general representation of equation set LBlock is described.  

 

D. CIPHER OF LBLOCK 

The specification of LBlock consists of three parts: 

a. Encryption  

b. Key scheduling 

c. Decryption  

 

 
FIGURE.2.SPECIFICATION OF LBLOCK 

 

E. ENCRYPTION 

In encryption, the plain text is converted into the cipher text. 

The encryption of LBlock consist 32 rounds iterative structure 

which is a feistal network. The encryption procedure illustrated 

in fig 2. 

 

Algorithm1: the encryption for LBlock  

               
              ; 

  3. for                    do 

                                ; 

  5. end 

               ; 

Algorithm1 shows the encryption of LBlock. Let   
      denote the 64-bit plaintext and             denote the 

ciphertext, where Xi is 32 b its.         is the total number 

of rounds. Rcis the round counter. The important phase of 

encryption is round function. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE. 3. FLOW CHART FOR LBLOCK CIPHER 
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Round function F 

The round function F is a non-linear function with a 32-bit  

input. It contains three types of function. 

 Key Addition (AK) 

 Substitution (SB)  

  Linear Permutation (PM). 

The round function is defined as  

F = PM(SB(AK(X,    ))). 

Following Figure illustrates the structure of round function F.  

 
FIGURE .4. .ROUND FUNCTIONS 

 
Key Addition (AK ): 

The leftmost 32 bits of F function input are bitwise exclusive-

or with a round key. 

 
Substitution (SB): 

The substitution uses every 4 bits of the exclusive- or results as 

index fo r eight different 4-b it s-boxes                          
 
Permutation (PM): 

A permutation of eight 4-b it wordsZ              ) toU 

(              , andit can be illustrated as the following 

equations: 

                        

                        

F. KEY SCHEDULING 

Key scheduling is used to generate the round sub keys by 

applying simple rotation and nonlinear operations. 

 

Algorithm2: Key scheduling for LBlock 

                 
   2. L = K;  

        = Left32(L); 

  4. fo r                   do 

  5. L <<<29;  

                                      ; 
                                      ; 
  8.                  

        
           = Left32(L); 

  10. End. 

 

The master key is denoted by                
    . The 

leftmost 32 bits of K are used as the first round key   . 

Left32( L) denotes a function to get the leftmost 32 b its of L, 

where L is a state register of 80 bits. liis one bit of L. First of 

all, the operation of 29-bit left rotation can be done and it can 

also break the    4-b it word structure, which helps to improve 

the security of LBlock against related-key attacks.  To use two 

4×4 S-boxes as the non-linear operation which represents a 

trade-off between  security and performance. Finally, the exact  

values of rotation offset, constants and positions of constant 

addition are carefu lly chosen. 

G.  DECRYPTION ALGORITHM 

The decryption algorithm of LBlock is the inverse of 

encryption procedure, and it consists of a 32-round variant 

Feistel network. Let C =         is a 64-b it ciphertext, and 

then the decryption step can be expressed as follows. 

 For j = 31, 30, . . . , 0, do 

                             

Output          as the 64-b it plaintext. The output of 

the decryption algorithm is plaintext.  

 

III. BUILDING THE EQUATION S ET FOR 

LBLOCK 

After designing the LBlock cipher, build the equation for 

operation involved in cipher system. Algebraic fault analysis 

(AFA) algorithm is used to build the equation set for 

encryption of the Lblock cipher.  

 

AFA algori thm  

1. RandomPT(P);  

2. K=KS (K, L);  

3. for rc= 1; rc<    ; rc++ do  

4. GenKSRdES(rc,      );   // #1 

5. End 

6. for i= 0; i< N; i++ do  

7.               
8. for rc= r − 1; rc<    ; rc++ do 

9. GenEnRdES (     ,    ,      );//#2 

10. end 

11. GenInputES(  );  

12.   
  =In jectFault(Enc(   , K),   ); 

13. for rc= r − 1; rc<    ; rc++ do 

14. GenEnRdES (     ,    ,     );//#3 

15. end 
16. GenInputES(  

 );  

17. GenFaultyES ( f =   +   
  );// #4 

18. end 

  19. RandomPT(  ); 

  20.    =Enc(   , K);  

  21. forrc= 0; rc<    ; rc++ do 

  22. GenEnRdES (     ,    ,      );//#5 

  23. end 

24. GenInputES(  ,  );                            

25. Tsol = RunAFA(); 

 

In Algorithm, P and K denote the sets for plaintexts and round 

keys respectively. KS and Enc denote the key scheduling and 

encryption function respectively. RandomPT generates one or 

more random p laintexts. In ject Fau lt induces one fault. A  

function in Algorithm 5 will generate an equation set if its 

name is prefixed with Gen and   suffixed with ES. The attack 

can be described as follows. The adversary A generates N pairs 

of plaintext/cipher text and starts constructing equations. First, 

he builds the equations for key scheduling (GenKSRdES in  

Line #1). For each Pi, build the equation set for the correct  

encryption (  to   ) using Ci (GenEnRdES in Line #2). For 

each injection, needs to build the equation set for the faulty. 

 

Based on AFA algorithm, following equations is  created. 

 

1. Representing the Overall Encryption:  

 

 The equations for the overall encryption is  

 

                
          ;     0≤ i≤ 31 
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2. Representing AK: 

                  ) and                 ) are the 

two 32-bit inputs to the AK of LBlock.                 ) 

is the output. AK can be represented as 

                  

 

3. Representing SB: 

 In LBlock, eight S-Boxes              are used in  

encryption and the other two s8, s9 are used in key  

scheduling. Let the input of S-Box be (             and the 

output be               . Represent each S-Box with four 

equations. For example, the equations for s0 can be 

represented as: 

                                   

                                         

            

                                                      

                             

 

4. Representing l-Bit Left Cyclic Shift:  

LBlock adopts one 8-bit left cyclic shift in encryption (l 

= 8,m= 32) and one 29-bit left cyclic shift in key scheduling 

(l = 29,m = 80). Both can be written as  the fo llowing 

equation when the input is          and the output 

is     ,   . % stands for a modulo operation. 

x(l+i−1) %  m+1 +   = 0, 1 ≤ i≤ m 

 

5. Representing PM: 

The input and output of PM is            

and     ,    .The i-th bit  of the input can be mapped to the 

i-th b it of the vector M using Table. The PM function can be 

expressed as 

                  

 

TABLE. 1. PERMUTATIONTABLE 

 

6. Equation for faults: 

Let X denotes the λ-bit correct data unit of LBlock. X 

=        λ . X might represent a 32-b it left  stateregister in the 

encryption (λ = 32), or an 80-bit key register in the key  

scheduling (λ = 80). Let Y denote the faulty value of X. 

         λ  . There are m possible locations for the 

injected faults where m = λ/w. Let Z denote the fault difference 

of X and Y: 
Z=             , 

        ;   1 ≤ i≤ λ  

 

IV. MACHINE SOLVER 

 

Cryptomin isat solver is used to solve the equation. It is the 

conversion of a cryptographic cipher into simple system of 

equations of CNF form and solving this system of equations to 

detect fault and remove it.  

Cryptominisat algorithm: 

input:len, N, τ 

output: φ(K) 

1 GenerateAFAES(N);  

2 GenKnownKeySet (  ); 

3 for κ=len; κ >-1; κ −− do 

4 FeedRandKeyBits(  ); 

5 RemoveRandKeyBit (  ); 

6 RunAFAModeB();  

7 CalcSolutionCount(η(κ)); 

8 if η(κ) ≥ τ and κ >0 then 

9 φ(K)=κ + log2(η(κ));  

10 break; 

11 end 

12 if η(κ) ≤ τ and κ==0 then 

13 φ(K)=log2(η(κ)); 

14 end 

Let lendenote the key length and κ denote the number of 

guessed secret bits fed into the solver. To estimate φ(K), κ is 

usually chosen from a larger value to a smaller one. Let η(κ) 

denote the number of solutions for given κ. When the number 

of solution for one AFA is larger than 218, it is difficult for 

Crypto Mini SAT to find out all possible solutions within 

affordable time. A threshold τ for the maximal number of 

solutions can be set as τ =   . In Algorithm, GenerateAFAES  

generates the equation set of the last few rounds after the fault 

is injected GenKnownKeySet generates the value of the known 

key bits into set Sk .Sk is initialized to len(80 for LBlock) bits of 

the secret key. Fed Rand KeyBits feeds the value of κ key bits 

in Sk to the equation set. Remove Rand Key Bit removes one 

random key bit from Sk.  Run AFAModeB means using Crypto 

Mini SAT to solve for all possible solutions. Calc Solut ion 

Count represents counting the solutions of the secret key from 

the output file of Crypto Min i SAT. From Algorithm, when 

η(κ) ≥ τ and  κ >0, φ(K) can be roughly estimated as κ 

+log2η(κ). If κ = 0 and η(κ) ≤ τ , the accurate value of φ(K) is 

log2η(κ). 

 

Distribution of solving time with fault injection to rounds : 

In figure 5, d istribution of solving time with fault inject ion to 

rounds in LBlock cipher is  shown. It  also listed the statistics of 

the solving time of 100 AFA instances. If the number of faults 

is increased, then the solving time is also increased. If the 

single fault is in jected to the system, the solving time is 120 

seconds. Similarly, find the solving time based on the faults 

  

.  

FIGURE.5.DISTRIBUTION OF SOLVING TIME WITH 

FAULT INJECTION TO ROUNDS 

 

V. CONCLUS ION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

 

A generic framework for algebraic fault analysis on block 

ciphers was proposed... LBlock as a start point to illustrate 

how our framework can work on a specific cipher, especially     

a lightweight one. To demonstrate the flexibility of the 

framework, three scenarios are explo ited, which include 

injecting a fault to encryption, to key scheduling, or to modify  

the rounds. By using AFA, build the equation for operation of 

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 

M[i] 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 

i 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

M[i] 13 14 15 16 5 6 7 8 

i 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

M[i] 25 26 27 28 17 18 19 20 

i 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 

M[i] 29 30 31 32 21 22 23 24 
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the Lblock. The cryptomin isat solver is solve the equation and 

eliminate the fault from the cipher system. The future work is 

to check Algebraic Fault Analysis work well in enormous 

block cipher. 
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